
SENATE....No. 136.

The Joint Standing Committee on Roads and Bridges, to whom
was referred the Petition of the Hancock Free Bridge Cor-
poration, asking that the City of Cambridge may be empow-
ered to assume the control and maintenance of the West
Boston and Canal Bridges, having duly considered the subject,

REPORT:
The West Boston Bridge Corporation was established by Act

of March 9, 1792, for the purpose of building and maintaining
a toll bridge from Boston to Cambridge. By this and subse-
quent Acts the charter was extended so that it would expire in
the year 1878.

The Canal Bridge Corporation was established by Act
February 27, 1807, to build and maintain a toll bridge from
East Cambridge to Boston, sometimes called the Craigie Bridge.
The charter of the corporation expired, by its terms, at the
same time with that of the West Boston Bridge Corporation.

By Act of 1846, ch. 146, the Hancock Free Bridge Corpora-
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tion was established, with power to purchase these two bridges
and the franchises thereof, of the Corporations which owned
them, and to maintain them as toll bridges, until a fund of one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars should be raised, after repay-
ing the subscribers their stock, with six per cent, interest, and
paying all expenses. Then this fund of $150,000 was to be
paid over to the State, after which the State was to keep the
bridges free forever. The Hancock Free Bridge Corporation
purchased the two bridges of the respective corporations, the
West Boston for seventy-five thousand dollars, and the Canal for
sixty thousand dollars, and proceeded to pay off the capital
stock, from its net receipts, and to raise the required fund. The
enterprise was solely of a public character, giving no, profit to
the corporation, and conducted by its officers without compen-
sation, for the purpose of making these two avenues free. In
1853 and 1854, the corporation put the two bridges in complete
and most thorough repair, preparatory to surrendering them to
the State, at a cost of about one hundred and sixty-five thousand
dollars. It is understood that, after paying all its debts and
expenses, the probabilities are that the required sum will be
collected in three years, yet the freeing of the bridges to Charles-
town may prolong the time somewhat.

It is now proposed that the city of Cambridge shall be substi-
tuted in the place of the State, upon the terms that it will main-
tain the bridges free forever, upon receiving a fund of $lOO,OOO
instead of the $150,000 which the State is entitled to require.

The Committee are satisfied that the citizens of Cambridge
will probably accept such an Act by a large majority, and that
the city can afford to maintain the bridges at a much less cost
than the State can do. Besides the general rule, that business
of this nature is seldom economically done by the State, a city
has already its officers and all its machinery for the care of roads,
in existence, under pay, and the additional expense to the city
is much less than that which follows the creating new officers
and special machinery by the State. Cambridge, moreover, will
be a gainer by cutting off $50,000 of tolls, much of which that
city pays, and by the early opening of these bridges as free
avenues. It is proposed, that Cambridge shall give bonds to
the State for the fulfilment of all duties respecting the bridges,
and that the Act be submitted to a vote of its citizens.
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It has seemed to your Committee eminently reasonable and
expedient that such an Act should he passed, and for the follow-
ing reasons:—

Ist. It will save to the community a contribution of $50,000
of tolls.

2d. It will make these bridges free several years sooner than
under the present Act.

3d. It will relieve the State from the addition of officers to
its patronage and supervision, and of annual accounts for its
management.

4th. It will answer all the purpose the State had in estab-
lishing the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation, more economi-
cally and expeditiously, and in a manner less liable to abuse
and neglect.

The only objection to the grant of this Bill prayed for, came
from the towns of Watertown and Brighton. They admitted
the expediency of the Act, so far as the public was concerned,
but claimed that it should not be granted without some special
provision for their benefit.

The facts relating to their claim may be stated as follows:
By the Act of June 12, 1824, the West Boston Bridge Cor-

poration was authorized to establish and maintain a turnpike
road from Cambridge to Watertown, through a part of Brighton,
with a right to take tolls thereon, crossing Charles River twice
by bridges. In all matters relating to this turnpike, the Corpo-
ration was placed under the laws regulating turnpikes; but in
respect to the bridge, it remained under the laws relating
thereto. The object of building this turnpike was to insure
travel to this bridge, and prevent its being diverted elsewhere;
and tolls were never in fact laid on the turnpike.

The granting of the Turnpike Act was opposed by Watertown
and Brighton, chiefly on the ground that the corporation, after
establishing the turnpike, might call upon the County Commis-
sioners, or other public authorities, to lay it out as a highway,
to be supported as such, by the towns. And as the law then
stood, the County Commissioners (or the similar officers of that
day, the Court of Sessions) could lay out any turnpike or part
of any, as a highway, without the consent of the towns through
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■which it ran, not leaving to the town the determining, or any
voice in determining, whether it would prefer to have it discon-
tinued rather than opened as a highway. To meet this objec-
tion, the following clause was introduced into the Act of 1824:
“Provided, that neither the towns of Watertown, Brighton or
Cambridge, shall ever be compelled to support any part of said
road or bridges without their own consent.”

Subsequently, by Rev. Stat. chap. 39, sect. 16, the same secu-
rity was extended to all towns. But in 1845, (Act 1845, chap.
209,) the power of County Commissioners to lay out turnpikes
or highways irrespective of the consent of towns, was restored.
By the Rev. Stat. chap. 39, §§ 14, 21, 40, 42, the legislature
may dissolve any turnpike corporation established since 1805, at
any time after the expiration of twenty years from the date of
its charter.

Under the Act of 1824 the West Boston Bridge Corporation
built and maintained the turnpike, and maintained it free of
tolls.

In the Act establishing the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation,
there is nothing said about the turnpike established by the Act
of 1824. The new corporation was to purchase, and the old
corporation was to sell “ the West Boston Bridge, and the
franchise thereof; ” and the State contracted to keep in repair
and free forever “ the bridge.”

It was abundantly proved before the Committee that when
the subject was before the committee of the legislature which
reported the Bill establishing the Hancock Free Bridge Corpo-
ration, the calculation on which the fund of $150,000 was made,
was based solely on the expense of maintaining the bridges. In
arriving at this expense, the expenses of maintaining the turn-
pike were deducted. Also, when the question was discussed
before the legislature, naturally jealous that the fund should be
put high enough, the only expense referred to or contemplated
was that of the bridge. The expense of the turnpike was not
disregarded, but expressly excluded in the calculations. So,
also, it was proved that when the two corporations, the Hancock
Free Bridge Corporation and the West Boston Bridge Corpo-
ration referred the price to be given and received to arbitrators,
these arbitrators took into view only the cost of maintaining the
bridges, and did not understand that the turnpike went with
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them. Indeed, a certificate to that effect, signed by the sur-
viving arbitrators, was placed before this Committee. Moreover,
it appeared that the West Boston Bridge Corporation suggested
to the arbitrators, as reason for allowing a large price, that the
corporation might still be obliged to maintain the turnpike; and
soon after the award was rendered and accepted, the old corpo-
ration sold all its property, excepting the bridge, and sold the
land on the sides of the turnpike, which they took by an Act of
eminent domain, under the Act of 1824, and which was clearly
appurtenant to their turnpike franchise, and divided all its funds
among its members, and ceased to continue its organization.
This conduct is not consistent with a belief on the part of the
directors of the old corporation, that the turnpike and all its
incidents and obligations, passed to the new corporation, known,
as they are, to be men of honor.

After the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation got the manage-
ment of the Bridge, it was for its interest to have this turnpike
left open and free, as a source of travel to the bridge. The
West Boston Bridge Corporation had divided its property, and
ceased to exist. This corporation then obtained an Act of the
legislature, (1848, chapter 120,) authorizing it to keep the turn-
pike in repair, with an express provision that its so doing should
not affect its legal obligations or rights under its purchase of
the bridge franchise. The corporation, suffering the turnpike
to be out of repair, was indicted. This indictment raised the
question of its legal liability to keep it in repair. By a decision
in 2 Gray’s Report, 58, (Commonwealth vs. Hancock Free
Bridge Corporation,) it was determined that by force of the Act
of 1846, and the deed of the West Boston Bridge Corporation
to them, the defendants took the turnpike as well as the bridge,
and became liable to maintain it, under the turnpike Acts.
The decision was placed upon the Avord “ franchise,” in the
connection in which it was used, and in the light of all the cir-
cumstances attending the original creation of the turnpike.
The court considered the question of the intention of the arbi-
trators, and the amount paid and received, and the other cir-
cumstances attending the sale, as immaterial in point of law.

The effect of this decision is to compel the Hancock Free
Bridge Corporation to maintain the turnpike, so long as it
remains a corporation, holding and using the turnpike. Of
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course, whenever the corporation ceases to exist, either by its
own dissolution, or by a special Act of the legislature, the turn-
pike is in the same situation as other turnpikes. If no new
company is found to carry it on, and if the towns in which it
lies do not wish to maintain it, or the county commissioners do
not lay it out as a highway, it becomes discontinued, and is
closed. The only difference is that the county commissioners
probably could not, in this case, by reason of the restriction of
the Act of 1824, lay out the part of it in any town as a high-
way, against the will of that town. If the corporation ceases,
and no new corporation is found to take the turnpike, each
town can say whether the portion within its limits shall be laid
out as a highway, or left to be discontinued, at least as against
any act of the county commissioners.

The court gave no opinion upon the point whether the right
to take tolls on the turnpike was lost by lapse of time.

After this decision, the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation
made an arrangement with the city of Cambridge, by which
Cambridge laid out as a highway, and assumed so much of the
turnpike as lay within its limits, the corporation paying such a
sum as both parties thought would support the same, until the
corporation should be dissolved, which it was calculated would
take place in about threeyears. Cambridge received, therefore,
a three years’ maintenance of its portion of the turnpike.

The Hancock Free Bridge Corporation made the same offer
to Watertown, and a committee was appointed by the town, who
met a committee of the corporation, and a sum was agreed
upon, as a sufficient sum to maintain that part of the road and
bridge in Watertown, for three years, but refused in town
meeting.

It will be observed that Cambridge, which stood in the same
position under the Act of 1824, respecting the turnpike, with
Brighton and Watertown, has been paid by the corporation for
adopting their roads, on the theory that the corporation would
continue for three years, until it raised the sum of #150,000.
If the proposed Bill passes, it will shorten the life of the corpo-
ration by two or three years, and diminish by so long, the time
for which Watertown and Brighton will have the turnpike
maintained for them by the corporation, and those towns will
be driven so much the sooner to their option of maintaining the
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roads themselves, or allowing them to be discontinued, or to be
kept up as turnpikes with tolls.

Now, although the Committee do not doubt the power of the
legislature to pass this Act, probably resulting in an earlier dis-
solution of the corporation than would occur under the Act
of 1846, without making any provision for Watertown and
Brighton, yet the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation was willing
to make a similar agreement with these towns as with Cam-
bridge, and such an agreement seems to us equitable.

The towns of Brighton and Watertown did not contend that
they had a right, under the Act of 1824, to have the turnpike
maintained for them as a free avenue forever, at the expense of
others. It was established as a turnpike or toll avenue, and if
it ceased to be a turnpike, and no corporation was in existence
to maintain it, it must be discontinued, or adopted by the
respective towns. The Act of 1824, only protected them against
having it put upon them by public authority, when they might
not need it or wish for it. The course of time has made this
now a necessary and valuable avenue to them. It is built upon
and very much travelled. It would be very injurious to the
towns to have tolls placed upon it, or to have it discontinued.
But the towns say that the turnpike was built for the benefit of
the West Boston Bridge only, and was not, at the time, needed
or desired by the towns, and if now necessary to them, has been
made so by this enterprise ; that if the old corporation had gone
on without the interference of the legislature, in creating the
Hancock Free Bridge Corporation, the turnpike would probably
have been maintained, without expense to the towns, until 1878 ;

that by transfering the turnpike to the Hancock Free Bridge
Corporation, this period was greatly diminished for the general
good of the public. And as these towns contribute their share
to the fund to keep the bridge free, they ought to have some-
thing more than three years’ maintenance. In behalf of Brigh-
ton it was said, that the portion within its limits was of not
much value to the town, and included the half of the two
bridges with draws. It was, however, admitted that more than
one-half of the turnpike within the limits of Brighton, was
formerly a county road, which that town had to support until
it was made a part of the turnpike.

In answer to this, it was said that these towns were by law
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subject to tolls on the turnpike, but had received the benefit of a
free avenue, laid out, built and maintained at the expense of
others for more than thirty years, resulting in benefit to the
towns, and an increase of their population. That these towns
would also be relieved from their contribution to tolls on the
bridge in a year or so, instead of being subject to the tolls till
1878, as they would have been but for the action of the Hancock

Free Bridge Corporation. Also, that all the neighboring towns
contributed to the fund, and some, especially Cambridge, much
more largely, yet made no especial claim beyond the benefit
from the freeing of the bridge.

At length it was agreed between the corporation of the bridge
on the one hand, and the two towns on the other, that the Com-
mittee should take all the evidence and suggestions into consid-
eration, and name a sum which the corporation should pay to
each town, upon which the towns should take the turnpike and
its bridges, with the understanding that neither party was
bound to accept the suggestion, but in the hope and belief that
it would cause an agreement. The Committee accordingly
unanimously named the sum of $6,500 for Brighton, and $5,500
for Watertown ; and their object was to name a sum which was,
in their judgment, ample, and which they hoped could not fail
to be accepted.

They were notified by the counsel for the towns that in their
judgment there was no probability that Brighton would accept
the proposal, and that it was not the intention to submit it to a
town meeting. '

At the suggestion of one of the Committee, in order, if pos-
sible, to effect an adjustment, the Hancock Free Bridge Corpo-
ration was induced to add one thousand dollars to the sum named
for Brighton. This was done, not Because the Committee
doubted that their award of $6,501) was ample, but because the
objections of Brighton, on the ground of having more of the
bridges to maintain than Watertown, seemed to be the chief if
not the only obstacle to the adjustment. The counsel and com-
mittee for the towns were satisfied to submit these propositions
to the towns, and a town meeting was called in Watertown, at
which, however, after full discussion, the offer was rejected by a
decided majority, and Brighton has also, in town meeting,
rejected the proposition in relation to that town. The ground
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of objection is understood to be that these towns claim a right
to have the turnpike in their limits maintained for them forever,
free of tolls, by the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation while it
shall exist, and then by the Commonwealth, out of the bridge
fund or otherwise, a claim which the Committee believe has no
reasonable foundation.

Under the circumstances, the Committee are of opinion that
there is no just obstacle to the desired result of placing the
bridges in the hands of the City of Cambridge, if its citizens
are willing to take them, upon proper security that they will be
kept in repair. The claims of the towns have been met in a
liberal spirit. The sum proposed by the Committee is muoil
larger in proportion than Cambridge received for its share of
the turnpike, and much larger than the corporation proposed,
and was named as a compromise, in the hope that it would
remove all objections to the Act. The Committee do not think
that the position taken by these towns ought to prevent a result
so desirable as the immediate freeing of the bridges, the saving
of $50,000 to the community, and the relieving of the Common-
monwealth from a needless addition to its business and patronage.

They therefore ask leave to report the following Bill, and to
recommend its adoption?

By order of the Committee,

G. AV. MESSINGER, Chairman.
2
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AN ACT
Authorizing the Hancock Free Bridge Corporation to

surrender the West Boston and Canal Bridges to the
City of Cambridge.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives ,

in General Court assembled , and by the authority of the
same

,
as follows :—

1 Sect. 1. Whenever the Hancock Free Bridge
2 Corporation shall have received, from tolls, under the
3 authority of the act of eighteen hundred and forty-
-4 six, chapter one hundred and forty-six, and the acts
5 in addition thereto, the sum of one hundred thousand
6 dollars, over and above all the sums expended or to
7 be expended by said corporation in rebuilding, repair-
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8 ing and maintaining the two bridges over Charles
9 River between Boston and Cambridge, and upon the

10 roads leading to said bridges, and upon the road lead-
-11 ing from Cambridge to Watertown, or for other pur-
-12 poses under the authority of said acts, or any of them,
13 the said corporation is hereby authorized to transfer
14 and pay over the said sum of one hundred thousand
15 dollars to the city of Cambridge: provided , said city
16 shall determine to accept this act, and shall give the
17 bond hereinafter prescribed.

1 Sect. 2. The city of Cambridge is hereby author-
-2 ized, upon the terms and conditions in this act con-
-3 tained, to assume the exclusive ownership, control and
4 charge of the bridges named in the first section of
5 this act.

1 Sect. 3. If the city of Cambridge shall determine
2 to assume the ownc rship and charge of said bridges,
3 said city shall give its bond, executed by the mayor
4 of said city, in its name and behalf, to the Common-
-5 wealth, the form and substance thereof to be approved
6 by the attorney-general, with condition that said city
7 shall maintain said bridges as free public avenues for-
-8 ever; and perform all the duties in relation to said
9 bridges forever, that said Hancock Free Bridge Cor-

10 poration is by law bound to perform while said bridges
11 arc held by said corporation.

1 Sect. 4. Upon the giving of the bond prescribed
2 in the preceding section, the said city is hereby au-
-3 thorized to receive from said Hancock Free Bridge
4 Corporation the said sum of one hundred thousand

dollars; and upon the payment of that sum to said
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6 city, by said corporation, the said sum and said
7 bridges shall be deemed, and are hereby declared to
8 be, the sole and absolute property of said city.

1 Sect. 5. If said Hancock Free Bridge Corpora-
-2 tion shall neglect, for the period of ten days after
3 having obtained said sum of one hundred thousand
4 dollars, as set forth in the third section of this act,
5 and after being notified that said bond has been given
6 to the Commonwealth, to pay over to said city the
7 said sum of one hundred thousand dollars, the said
8 bond shall be returned to said city, and this act shall
9 be void and of no effect.

1 Sect. 6. The bonds of the Cambridge Railroad
2 Company, which the Hancock Free Bridge Corpora-
-3 tion were, by act of February twenty-first, one thou-
-4 sand eight hundred and fifty-five, section nine, re-
-5 quired to receive in satisfaction of compensation or
6 tolls, shall be transferred by said Hancock Free
7 Bridge Corporation to said city of Cambridge, and
8 received by said city as part of said sum of one hun-
-9 dred thousand dollars; said bonds to be taken, hr

10 estimating the value of the same, at their par value,
11 with all interest that shall remain unpaid on the
12 same, computed to the day of transfer.

1 Sect. 7. After the city of Cambridge shall have
2 assumed said bridges, said city shall be liable for
3 damages that may be incurred by reason of any defect
4 in said bridges, or either of them, in the same manner
5 and to the same extent as towns and cities are now
6 liable for defects in town ways.

WEST BOSTON AND CANAL BRIDGES. [April,
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1 Sect. 8. The management and control of said
2 fund of one hundred thousand dollars shall be exer-
-3 cised by the city council of the city of Cambridge.

1 Sect. 9. By the term “ bridges,” as used in the
2 fourth section of this act, is intended the structures
3 extending across said Charles River, and so much of
4 the ways leading to the same, as lie between the ter-
-5 mini of the ways now belonging to said cities of Bos-
-6 ton and Cambridge, or cither of them.

1 Sect. 10. The city council of the city of Cam-
-2 bridge is hereby authorized to lay out, as a public
3 highway, so much of the turnpike road established by
4 the act of June twelfth, one thousand eight hundred
5 and twenty-four, entitled “An Act to authorize the
6 West Boston Bridge Corporation to establish a turn-
-7 pike road from Cambridge to Watertown,” within the
8 limits of said city as crosses navigable waters ; and the
9 said city is hereby authorized and required to maintain

10 the same, with the bridge and draw thereof, in the
11 same manner as other highways within said city.

1 Sect. 11. This act shall be of no effect unless the
2 inhabitants of said city of Cambridge, qualified to
3 vote in city affairs, shall accept the same at meetings
4 held in the various wards of said city, in the months
5 of May or June, in the year eighteen hundred and
6 fifty-seven, said meetings to be called by the mayor
7 and aldermen, and warned at least seven days before
8 the day when said meetings are to be held. And in
9 case they shall be accepted, it shall be the duty of the

10 mayor of Cambridge to notify the governor thereof,
11 in writing, immediately.




